
https://oliviafarrell.journoportfolio.com/

ABOUT ME

A budding narrative designer that is willing to learn anything and
everything to make a difference in the industry. Has dreams of
writing the very stories that inspired her pursuing a career in the
world of game development.

OLIVIA FARRELL
Narrat ive Designer

(703)795-4410 farrellnarrative@gmail.com

2022 - 2023
High Point University | High Point, North Carolina
Student Instructor

Made detailed learning plans for those under her watch. Had to answer questions at the
drop of the hat about Adobe products. Made an environment where the professor in
question was able to teach the class accordingly and not have to stop to answer
inquiries from students. Took time out of class periods to meet with students and advise
them on aspects of assignments to assure no failures. 

2018 - 2019
Dr. Goldberg and Associates | Vienna, Virginia
Admin

Maintained client and provider relations through phone conversations, emails, and intake
forms. All information provided by clients was thoroughly noted and organized for the
ease of employer. Dealt with large companies and insurance policies different from
many clients. Learned to deal with frustrated parties and to solve problems before they
reached higher on the totem pole. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

REFERENCE

SKILLS

INTERESTS

Adobe Products

Reading

Lore Creation

Dungeons and Dragons

Content Creation

Music Performance

Quest Writing

Story writing

Maintaining Client Relations

Problem Solving

Copywriting

Retro Video Game Repair

EDUCATION

High Point University
B.A. of Game Design

2020-2024

2020 - Current
DMforAdventure | Remote
Narrative Designer

Worked on strict deadlines to create content ranging from lore bibles, quest lines, and in-
depth character creation. Worked alone to make sure that the content was catered to
the designated market. Constantly relied on creativity to create 50 pages of content on
average to meet the desires of consumers. Readily took edits and criticisms to heart to
make the best narrative elements possible. 

(646)618-1379
dmforadventure@gmail.com

Phone: 

Email :

DMforAdventure / Founder
Christopher Dooley


